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WPI to share $1 million for Technology Reinvestment Project 
WPT , the Massachusetts 
Biotechnolgy Research Institute, and 
the University of Massachusetts 
Lowell will share in a $1 million 
grant announced last Friday at the 
White House as part of President 
Clinton's Technology Reinvestment 
Project (TRP). The total estimated 
cost of this three year project is $2.8 
million, more than half of which will 
be paid by the propoul team. 
The announcement featured 66 
winners of cost-shared grants for 
projects that will create new technol-
ogies and products, enhance the work-
ers in manufacturing skills, and re-
tain defense workers in new growing 
Industries. 
WPI, MBlU, and UMass Lowell 
will form tbe MassachusetU Bioengj-
neering Center (MBeC) to retain de-
fense industry engineers for manu-
facturingjobs in the rapidly growing 
biotechnology/biomedical industry. 
The partnership is focused 
retrainees can cam a master's degree. 
"Each ·of us bring expertises in 
bioprocessing, biomedical engineer-
ing, and industrial representation that 
Department and one of the principal 
organizers of the center. "Our Ap-
plied Bioengineering Center, a 
mutlidisciplinary research center, 
will play a key role in the 
on meeting the manufactur-
ing engineering needs of 
Massachusetts' growing 
biotechnology and biomed-
ical industries by retraining 
displaced defense engineers. 
"EellofubrlltfupmbablbioproeasileJ, 
blo••dlctJI '"''"''"'"'' a11tl illtl••trial 
,..,.,,.IIMIIo,. tluiJ 11n t., to ••ccftl/•1" 
program and serve as a fo-
cal point. Our state of the 
art technical equipment, fa-
cilities and faculty will also 
be part of this retraining 
effort," he notes. 
aMra&bt1 crillalltHib bl...,~. • 
Some of the features of 
this program include quick 
"retooling" in biology and 
chemistry, a two-track cer-
tificate path, a four to six 
month paid practicum at a biotechnol-
ogy or biomedical company, and the 
use of intelligent computer tutoring 
systems. With some additional work, 
• Rollm A.,.,. 
hof...,IIMRMtlofliNWI'I 
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Congressman Peter Blute 
believes that the grant will 
not only help many displaced 
defense engineers to contin-
are key to successfully addressing 
critical needs in manufacturing," says 
Robert A. Peura, professor and head 
of the WPJ Biomedical Engineering 
ue to be productive mem-
bers of the workforce, but also will 
bring their talent and energy to Mas-
sachusetts' expanding biotechnology 
industry. "I am pleased that W~ 
ter's own WPI and MBRI are on the 
curling edge of these defense conver-
sion initiatives," be says. 
This was the third wave of TWP 
awards. Earl ier announcements in 
October awarded WPI and four other 
univenities $8.6 million for a RE-
ALIZATION Consortium, an inno-
vative three-year program to remake 
engineering education. Also in Oc-
tober $30 million was awarded to the 
Massachusetts Manufacturing Mod-
ernization Partnership ($10.6 mil-
lion from TRP, the remainder from 
the commonwealth of MassachusetU 
and from industry) to provide five 
regional centers across the state to 
create industrial extension efforts and 
provide manufacturing expertise 
through field agents. 
WPI students receive National Welding Award 
WPI students Kerry M. Bagdonovich. 
Kathryn M. Coughlin and James N. 
Woycicsjes have I"CCCivcd a $7.50.00 Sil-
ver Award in the undetpduate division 
of the James P. lincoln Arc Welding 
Foundation's 1993 Pre-Professional 
Awards Program. The national pro-
gram, which Reogniz.es exceUenoe in 
coUegc-levd engineering research and 
design. awarded a total of the $15,7.50 to 
undergraduate and graduate students 
across the oountry. 
The WPI students' entry, describing 
"The Design. CDmtrucrion and Evalua-
tion of a Universal Arm," was their 
senior project in the Mechanical Engi-
neering Department Facuhy advisor for 
the project was Professor Holly K. AuiL 
In n:cognition of the Silver Award, WPI 
also received a $250 grant to be used at 
the discretion of the school 10 further 
educational objectives. 
Pre-Professional Prog1am entries were 
judged by a jury consisting of Founda-
tion Chairman Donald N. Zweip, Profes--
sor Emeritus and Department Head 
Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering. 
WPI; Ms. Robin Greenleaf, P.E., of Ar-
chitectural EnginectS, Inc.; Professornm 
Hight, Santa Clara University; and Pro-
fessor Michael Keefe, University of Del-
aware. 
The James F. Lincoln Arc Welding 
Foundation, established in 1936 by The 
Lincoln Electric Company 10 advance 
the science and application of arc weld-
ing, has offered awards annually for 57 
years to recognize superior achievements 
in these fields. Rules brochures and 
entry forms for the next Awards Pro-
gram are available in the professional, 
pre-professional, and school/shop cate-
gories, free of charge, from The James F. 
uncoln, Arc Welding Foundation, P.O. 
Boxl7035,0cveland,Ohio441J7-0035. 
Nominations sought for the Outstanding Creative Scholarship Award 
Courltsy of tire 0111s14JUiing 
Cfflllivt Scltoliusllip Awt~rd 
CommiUtt 
Our committee requests nomina-
tions for the BOARD OF TRUST-
EES' OtrrSTANDING CREATIVE 
SCHOLARSHIP A WARD for 1994. 
This year the recipient will be selected 
for creative scholarships in Engineer-
ing or Management. The award will 
be presented at the faculty convoca-
tion to be held on April 26, 1994. In 
order to be eligible, the recipient must 
have been a fu ll-time faculty member 
at WPI for at least five years by May 
1, 1994. Previous recipients of the 
award and members of the Outstand-
Ing Creative Scholarship Award Com-
mince are not eligible. The nomina-
tion deadline Is noon on Friday, 
Deamber 17, 1993. Letter of nomi-
nation, including a list of references 
with mail addresses, telephone/fax 
numbers, and e-mail addresses, as 
available, resume, reprints of publica-
tions, and other supporting materials 
should be sent to Professor Ryszard J. 
Pryputniewicz, Department of Me-
chanical Engineering, Higgins Labo· 
ratories-Room 122. A full set of rules 
for the Award is attached. 
Rules: 
1. The recipient must be a member of 
the WPI facuhy. 
2. Members of the Selection Com· 
mince and previous recipients of 
the award are ineligible 
3. Nominations may be submitted by 
members of the faculty, department 
heads, adminislrations, and students. 
4. In 1993-94 academic year, the 
recipient will be selected for cre-
ative scholarship in Engineering 
or Management; in 1996-97, in 
Natural, Computer, or Mathemat-
ical Sciences; and in 1997-98, in 
Humanities or Social Science. 
This fi ve-year cycle will start 
again in 1998-99. 
/ JMOffi"''U ..... ~ 
WPI aot It'• flnt real ..., or tile ....,. w. put Satanlay. 
5. The award should be for continu-
mg creative scholarsh•p over at 
least a five-year period at WPI 
rather than for a particular single 
accomplishment, although natural-
ly an individual brilliant accom-
plishment should be weighed by 
the Committee. 
6. The Selection Committee will se-
lect the award recipient by con-
sidering the creative scholarship 
of the nominees. They may solic-
it scholarship materials from the 
nominators, nominees, depart-
ment heads, or other as necessary. 
Such supporting materials should 
reflect a minimum five-year peri-
od at WPI. 
Workshop planned to restructure WPI's Program 
by Lanct Schacht• rlt 
Assistant Provost for Acadtmic lnitiaJivts 
Rtprlnud from a mtmo daJtd 10 Dutmbtr 1993 
WPI is fortunate that we have a strong first year program that by many measures (such as retention of students 
into the second year) ranks high in the country. We are also fortunate that many initiatives are taking place to 
enhance the firs t year academic experience at WPI, and faculty pursuing these initiatives will be invited to make 
presentations at the workshop. But a number of recent reports suggest that we may be missing some opportunities 
to prepare our students for their later team-based integrative and project work with a first year program that offers 
much of the disciplinary content in isolated courses. Please join us for this important workshop to identify ways 
of ensuring that the full potential of a WPI education can be realized by starting with a strong first year program. 
With the assistance of the WPT Committee on Student Advising and many faculty and staff, we have organized 
a workshop for Monday, January 10, 1994 in FOUNDERS BASEMENT to discuss ways in which our current first 
year program could be enhanced. (Please note new date and location.) Our schedule for the day is as follows: 
8:30 - 9:00 Preliminaries and caffeine 
9:00 - 9:30 Opening session: background and contexts 
9:30 • I 0: IS Posters & discussion 
lO:IS- 11:45 Breakouts - what do we see the problems to be? 
11 :4S- 12:15 Combined discussion 
12:15- 1:15 Lunch 
1 :IS- 2:00 Brief Presentations on initiatives/Questions & Answers 
2:00- 3:30 Breakouts-what do we see the solutions to be? 
3:30 - 4:30 Combined discussion/where do we go from here? 
4:30 - 5:30 Reception for all 
Some of the Issues we intend to address include: 
o role of mathematics and science in the engineering curriculum; 
o role of engineering in the first year; 
o pairing of science and mathematics courses to cross-pollinate; 
o possible role for a first year project; 
o first year labs, especially balance between "hands-on" and computer modelling; 
o formal orientation programs; and 
o education, responsibilities and rewards for faculty concentrating on first year and on later years. 
We invite participation from both students and faculty. Please RSVP if you intend to participate to Mary Kelley 
in the Project Center at X5366 or by e-mail at mgkelley@jalte. She will be forwarding some background material 
to help frame the discussion. 
lf you would like to present an initiative relevant to this workshop, please contact me at XS366. Thaoka. 
~ -------------- -----------




Alpha Phi Omega 
Hey folks! First off - a big warm wel-
come and firm APO handshake to the new 
brothers - you did it guy and gals. For those 
of you brothers who couldn't make it to 
induction or don't know - the ENTIRE 
pledge class was initiated Thursday night. 
Remember, it is what you make of it. Once 
again, welcome. What is the saying - out 
with the old, in with the new?? Last night we 
said our goodbyes to our officers and said 
hello to our new ones: 
Sly to Mike D. 
Gundy to Jeff 
Carol to Corinne 
Jen to Marc 
Jeff to Amy 
Marc to Ducker 
Kim to Oreg 
Obie to Melissa 
Dan to Andy 
John to Patty 












A standing -0- to the new brothers on a 
successful service project with the girl scouts. 
The Girl Scouts had a lot of fun (save one who 
reminds us to Deck the Halls and kiss her 
bull .... ) 
A box & popcorn and a Coke (no coupon 
required) for their fellowship project as well. 
The roller-skating was a lot of fun to do and 
watch (when we finally got there - cough 
cough Heidi cough cough) and was well worth 
the bumps and bruises. 
I hope you all made it to the 2nd annual-
destroy-Marc's apartment-ceremony - oh, I 
mean the Christmas party ... 
Well to tie this up: 
I 2 Days of Christmas APO style 
-12 pairs of Secret Santas -11 awesome 
officers -I 0 or more B-term burned out broth-
ers ... -9 covered doors (or 9 unstained doors) 
-8 hours per semester -Several servants swear-
ing -6 new serving brothers -5 Horny women 
(Guess who??) -4 areas of service -3 cardinal 
principles -Too much time complaining -1 
01-ster in a fraternitree 
MCHC&HNY -P 
Christian Bible Fellowship 
The end is here! ( ... of B tenn anyway). 
That being the case, there is not a lot happen-
ing between now and Friday. Wednesday will 
be our final Prayer and Share meeting of 1993 
in Founder's CoWltry Kitchen at 8:00p.m. as 
usual. Friday night we will NOT be doing 
anything - hopefully the majority of us will 
already be happily at home by our 7 p.m. 
meeting time! J would like to wish everyone 
a Merry Christmas, and I hope lllld pray your 
break is a good time of much deserved rest 
and relaxation, and also of growth in your 
relationship to Jesus Christ or Lord. 
"Por to us a child is born, to us a son is 
given, and the government will be on his 
shoulders. And he will be called Won-
derful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlast-
ing ?ather, Prince of Peace." (Isaiah 
9:6). What does this really say to us? 
First and foremost, I would like to remind 
us of the reason for Christmas- Jesus! It 
is so easy to get caught up in everything 
surrounding Christmas that Christ gets 
put aside. I, for one, want to make an 
extra effort to celebrate Jesus this Christ-
mas rather than celebrat ing the things of 
this world. Beyond just Christmas, we 
see in this passage some of the nature of 
Jesus. He is God, not just some good 
human or a god. This verse also gives 
insight into what God wants to be for us: 
in control, our counselor, our God, our 
father, and our source of true peace. lsn ' t 
He wonderful? ll ave an awesome break, 
and come back ready for another great 
year! 
Glee Club 
Well, 8 -term in almost over. There are no 
more rehearsals left for this term. But, for 
those of you who will be around Friday night 
after finals, there will be a tree trimming 
party out at Louis' place. It 's a traditional 
type thing, so you won 't want to miss it. 
Good luck to every one on finals, and enjoy 
the break while it lasts. Remember that Italy 
tour payments must be in today, if they arc 
not you are going to have to pay by cashier 's 
check, which will be an added hassle for you. 
So get the money in soon. Also don' t forget 
the phone-a-thon is going on again tonight. If 
you signed up, show up. And get those credit 
card things filled out and into Ted soon. Ok, 
we have a very good top ten list that was e-
mailed to Scott by Alan a while back. I guess 
Alan and some of the guys on his floor put it 
together. So here is the Top Ten Reasons to 
Date an Engineer: 
NEWSPEAK 
IO.Complementary tutoring. 
9.Large earning potential. 
8.Can handle stress and strain in relation 
ships. 
7.Know all the dynamics of relative mo 
tion. 
6.Learn about the benefits of friction and 
viscocity. 
5.FREE body diagrams. 
4.Aiways back up their hard drives. 
3.Trained to do it right the first time. 
2.Specialized in experimentation. 
! .Can go all night with no hint of fatigue . 
Global Affairs Party 
First of all, I'd like to thank all the people 
who bought our Candy Grams last week. It 
was really nice of you to do so, and I hope we 
weren't too annoying ..... We actually reached 
our goal (which we were thinking about 
achieving with I or 2 more events) just by this 
event I !I And the most of all, I'd like to thank 
Shannon Finley, our fundraising committee 
head, who planned and carried out this event. 
EXCELLENT JOB Shannon!!! 
Conglatulations to Bryan Bordeaux who 
was inducted for Tau Beta Pi! Happy Birth-
day to Eric Craft for last week's birthday! and 
Marie Meier for Dec. 19th! 
We had our last event (lnternatioal Dining 
Experience) of the term on Sat. I hope every-
one had a good time there. Now, are we ready 
for Harvard Model UN? 
J'll see all of you next year, and have a nice 
holiday! I! I! 
PS.- If you are interested in knowing more 
about GAP, you are more than welcome. 
Please contact Hidenori Meiseki, GAP Pres-
ident, at hidenori@wpi.edu or Oox 2922. We 
are open to all the undergraduate students. 
Global Awareness of 
Environmental Affairs 
Hi, GAEA persons! I've read through the 
written responses on the first 100 surveys you 
guys have collected and returned to me, and 
the responses have been very exciting! A 
very strong majority responded with enthusi-
astic support. I now have the rest of the 
surveys and we start preparing for our open 
meeting in January. 
Some respondents seemed hungry for some 
clearly presented information on recycling. 
From the kinds of responses I read, I expect 
that our Open Meeting on Recycling will be 
well attended. 
Have a great break! Be ready for the 
publicity blitz when we get back to promote 
the campus meeting. RECYCLE! 
Lens and Lights 
Happy Holidays, everyone! Well, the term 
is finally winding down and with all the 
events we had on Saturday, we could use the 
rest! Events, upcoming and alarming: PAR-
TIES! All I am going to say is Friday, 1M 
At!ack of the Kmcr Tomatoes, alumni gath-
ering and punch! Be there or be a F- nut! 
Hey, Andrew, how DO you spell your last 
name? :) 
And now, for a quote from da Prez: "Now 
that we've gone through all the trouble of 
signing up crews, there'll be a blizzard ... " 
Don' t we wish! 
Oh, Krista ..... DUCK! 
Hope everyone has a great break- you're 
all gonna need it because, when we get back, 
there' ll be LnLnLnLnLnLnLnLnL all over 
the place! There's First Night Worcester 
(that's on December 3 1st, Krista), then TWO 
theatre productions in C-term! MW Rep will 
be doing The Deathtrap, with yours truly as 
LD, Mr. Marr as ME, and Treasurer Chris as 
AD. Then, there 's Masque's Jesys Christ. 
Suoers1ar a mere two weeks after, with GRW 
the Weird as AD, and soon to be ex-VP Jon 
Kemble as LD. 
So have a great holiday, rest up and be sure 
to show up at the first meeting, when we will 
have the nomination/election procedures ex-
plained to us so Dave can finally toss his 
keys .... 
Special Holiday Bonus question: who wrote 
this stupid Club Comer, anyway?! 
By the way, Jon and Dave, who drove? 
And when do we get to paint "Kemble and 
Chace" on the side of Dave's truck? :) 
See you all next year! 
Men's Crew Team 
Merry Christmas and Happy New Years to 
all the rowers out there. Yes we dtd make it 
through B term winter workouts, though don't 
ask me how. Sorry I've milt'>ed the last few 
postings, but things have been hectic. I think 
everyone should congratulate and support 
Turner in his deciston to try out for the 
national team - though personally I think us 
a given that we'll see him in the '96 Olym-
pics. Go Mall! Good job to all the Novices for 
sticking with the program, I know its tough 
work, but you guys have to admit that you're 
all getling in prelly good shape. And as for the 
Vars ity, those 5 who are showing up for 
practice are getting DAMN F" .. ING 
STRONG! Keep it up everyone. Also remem-
ber to SELL SELL SELL those Cow Chip 
tickets. We really need the donations. And 
KEEP running and lifting during the whole 
break, slackers do NOTHING but EAT 
WAKE! See you all inC term in the weight 
room, have a good one. 
Muslim Student Association 
Dear Brothers and Sisters, 
Assalum-o-Aiaikum 
Well exams are here and so is vacation. 
The MSA executive committee has been un-
able to print the newsleter because no articles 
were submitted. Therefore, the newsletter 
will be mailed after vacation and lnshallah, 
we will have the general body meeting in C 
term also. 
We hope that the members show more 
participation in MSA activities in spring se-
mester. Again if you want the video copy of 
the lecture send mail to Box II 2511. The cost 
is $15 per tape. 
Society for Medieval Arts 
and Sciences 
Yes, I know it 's been kind of erratic but I 
writes 'em when I have time. 
Well, let's see. Gladden-Fest was Decem-
ber 4. Our own Aydan was named Champion 
of the Gladden, and two of our other members 
(Jerry and Ray) won the tournies for Single 
Short Weapon and Hand and a Half, respec-
tively. 
That weekend, an SCA event was also 
held. Jt was the Yule Feast held by the Baron 
and Baroness of Bergental. (I hope t spelled 
that right.) Our resident full -fledged SCA 
person (that would be Trish) said that it was 
a lot of fun, even for a small SCA event of 
about 150 people. Now, think about it. .. that 
is a small one, and it dwarfs Realms events. 
The SCA people who talked last week said 
that the Penzic has thousands! 
Speaking of SCA, Trish has said that she'll 
try to bring some warriors out to teach us their 
brand of fighting, as well as some ladies to 
show us how to make the kind of beautiful 
garb they were wearing at the feast . 
Up and coming events for Realms: The 
next event is The Mid-Winter Feast of 
Blackavar. Not too much is known as yet, but 
we will find out something. After that, I don't 
know. 
And for those of you who plan WAY in 
advance, the Treasurer, Chris Davis, Is plan-
ning an event for spring break. He'll need 
help, NPC's and whatever else we can offer. 
Talk to him about it. 
And that's aJI for now. Everyone have a 
fun and happy Christmas Break. Come back 
refreshed and ready to fight! 
Society of Pershing Rifles 
The end of the semester is upon us, and oh 
boy was this year something. But don' t be 
sad, next year is sure to just as packed with 
mundane things to do as this last one was ... that 
is why we are here. So do not forget to top off 
this year with our final meeting tomorrow, 
the uniform will be civilian clothes, but there 
will be a few announcements. 
This has been a great year so far, and we 
need a lot of new pledges to make next year 
just as good. So if anyone is interested in 
joining Pershing Rifles, just come on duwn to 
our meeting tomorrow night at 7:00 pm in 
room 035 below Harrington. Anyone can join 
Pershing Rifles, whetht r you are a civilian, 
Navy cadet, Air force cadet, or an Army 
cadet. 
That reminds me, J would like to take this 
last chance to congratulate our new members 
one more time. All twelve of you were 
effectively an experiment in regards to initi-
ation this year. But everyone had a great time 
that weekend, and we plan on have two day 
initiations from now on. We through a lot of 
stuff at these pledges and they pushed on, 
making it through initiation with smiles and 
wet sleeping bags. Maybe you can give the 
next pledge class a few pointers in that area. 
CONG RATULAT IONS NEW MEM -
BERS!! Ayub, Clement, Fleurmond, Gilbert, 
Maguire, McKoy, Panton, Parodi, Pease, 
Stewart, Sweet, Tella. 
SWE 
We wish a happy finals week, we wish you 
happy linals week, we wish you happy final:. 
weeks, and a great holiday! Our next meeting 
Tuesday December 14, 1993 
will be Wednesday, January 19 in Higgins 
101 at 7:00pm. Please note the new location. 
Don't forget to come and bring your friends. 
Kirsty will be announcing her plans for the 
year as president. We' ll be needing lots of 
volunteers to join committees. That's all 
folks. Have a safe and happy holiday! 
Water Polo Club 
Hello Raging Geeks. Our Vice President, 
Kris McCadam will not be with us next se-
mester. Before he leaves, we need to elect a 
new officer who will take over for him when 
he's gone. Kris has written up some guide-
lines about how to run the newspaper busi-
ness, and he would like to give the new officer 
o little training to prepare him for the job. 
Since President Joshua Dobbelaarand Trea-
surer Rick Smith are Seniors and will be 
getting pretty busy by the end of the year, it 
would be a good idea for us to hold complete 
elections for all positions tonight. This will 
enable us to transfer the offices during C-
Term and prepare us to enter the spring sea-
son with a stable executive structure. 
Think about nominations for the following 
described positions. The President is basical-
ly the team manager. He coordinates team 
scheduling, handles administrative details 
with WPI, supervises the other offices, and 
generally cares for the affiars of the team. 
The Vice President manages the Newspaper 
businsess. He coordinates the details of the 
business with the newspaper company, han-
dles new subscriptions in coordination with 
the treasurer, and manages delivery duty. 
The Treasurer manages all financial matters. 
He handles incoming newsaper subscriptions 
(with the Vice President), outgoing team ex-
penses, and budget preparations. The Secre-
tary manages intra-team communications and 
records. He keeps attendance records, statis-
tics, photo documentation, and coordinates 
the distribution of team information. Who 
will you rely on to do these jobs? 
We will hold the election tonight, Tuesday 
the 7th. Meet at 8:00pm in Salisbury Lounge. 
Women's Varsity Basketball 
Well it's been a while since I have wrinen, 
but I'm sure everyone knows how hectic life 
can get! OK, let 's talk basketball. No one 
told me we had a new defense called the 
token? t love the hour drill .... don't you? 
Round of applause goes out to Christie and 
Jenny for making the warm - up tape. It's 
awesome, especially "Oh What a Night" 
Becca don't forget about your right foot for 
next game ... OK? Since when can Kim Landry 
jump? I think we didn't do well against Salve 
Regina because the identity problem at the 
beginning of the game just messed everyone 
up. Tricia, I saw you trying to dive into the 
popcorn stand! Do we have to travel the Mass 
Pike to get to any of our away games ... I was 
just wondering! 
Come watch us play sometime, it will be an 
experience you will never forget! 
See ya 
Laurie B. 
ne ree ,.. ... ar"""' .,.... 
conntlleaat81111•..._..._...., 











Tuesday December 14, 1993 NEWSPEAK 
GREEK CORNER 
AXP 
First of all, I would like to thank Neil, Bob, 
Swallow, and (Rod) Stewar1 for hazing the bell out 
of me Thursday night. It almost relieves my 
conscience from all the aap I caused for a couple 
of "regular" non-meal plan brothers! Being good 
sports, though, Eugene and 1 have agreed to have 
some "special" brownies too, soo if the victims are 
still a Jinle sore (from sitting down so long). they 
can all just relAX (ative) ! 
I wasn't the only one to have fun Thursday, 
however, as "Karate Kid" initials into his finger 
with broken glass, and Shnoufer took several 
showers, but forgoc to take his clothes off first. 
The fun carried over into the weekend, as the 
Around the World party left most of us in a 
"World" of hurt ... And if that wasn't engouht, the 
brothers' Otristmas party followed, where we 
wimes.scd Santa Spoon do his best impression of 
a really, really drunk person, as well as the now 
annual '"Diet Coke Massacre". 
On to business: if anyone wishes to contest 
lines or bring up an important issue, come to Exec 
tomorrow morning! This time we plan on having 
a breakfast buffet to make it worth our while, 
though - Milia's making the Stove Top, Stacy's 
bringin' burgers, Kaimess is whipping up some 
com, and l 'm bringing dessert! We're expecting 
a record turnout, so you bener get there early! 
(Hey, do I smell a raid attempt, or is Koala just 
making popcorn again? ... ) 
Well, that's all for '93, so enjoy break, and we'll 
see everyone in January, except for - ! 
Congrarulations to Kristen Demming for her 
pinning to Dave Wheeler of lambda Oli Alpha 
and laurie LaRouche for her pinning to Mike 
lohan of Sig Ep. 
"Be careful • they tip" 
Phone chains and more phone ehains. .. yes I 
made it to the bonom of the JLq 
Raids, raids, raids. Guad you were all so active 
in the early morning hours! 
Thanks to Patti, Karl, Karen F., Lynn, Jen lord, 
Sue M., Deb A, Lexie, and Monika L for helping 
out with the Art for Aids benefit on Saturday ... 
"Would you like a red doc on that?" 
Spoon decorating on Sunday was a blasL ... And 
the best Oristmas special ever • the Grinch, 
Olarlie Brown ... personally, I like Nestor! 
And the Ouistmas Formal · It was GRFA11 
The preparties. .. and setting up ... Thanks for bring-
ing the gifts for orphans. 
Thursday was the last 005ketball game for 8-
term ... Great job Alpha Game;. And Sunday was 
the last basketball game for 8-term ... Grcilt job 
Alpha Gams. And Sunday was the 1(1. way pearl 
ceremony, and the secret santa gifts. .. 
27 people are going to the 
Bahamas ... BAM!...Don't forget, Kayann needs 
the balance by the 14th. 
I would like to say goodbye and best wishes to 
Kristen Demming and Sue Mockus. Enjoy "the 
real world"! We love you and will miss you. 
Steph and pipe cleaners?! 
Fartnocker!? 
In one week, we will be ouna here! Good luck 
with exams everyone! 
Happy Hanukkah, Merry Olristmas, and Hap-
PY New Year! See you next year! 
ATQ 
In my haste last week I forgot some officers: 
Trelburer • Chris Dupuis, Marriage Counselor • 
Oris Dupuis, Anal Retentive Choirman • Chris 
Dupuis. 
With all these offices Chris still had time to 
write o book: "How to Be WbiPRCd and 1.ove jt!" 
Well what's new? Darlene and Peavey? Sorry, 
thats old. For all you of hanging on the edge of 
your seats in waiting. The kinens have arrived! 4 
adorable jet block kittens. Congratulations 
Alawishes. 
As we roll into break, good luck to everyone on 
finals a.nd have Happy Holidays. Brian 8. are you 
ever gonna answer my question? 
Well, this is the la.c;t article of the year, and I 
never missed a week :) We ice skated Sunday and 
went bowling on Tuesday. Jami got Rach off the 
hook, by trying to bowl into the crowd instead of 
down the lane. And Maria had EMS by her side 
because her thumb got stuck in the ball. Speaking 
of thum~ mine accidentally caught on fire. Don't 
ask me how! 
I hope everyone had fun at lambda Oli Friday 
night for the social. TI1anks for everything, guys. 
And a special thanks to Greg and Jeff for coming 
Wednesday night. CongraruJations to those wom-
en who reoeived bids this week. 
Here's some predictions for Christmas break ... 
Rach gets some hot rollers, Daniclle loses her 
basketball in a 14' snow drift, DoMa gets lost in 
that snow and isn' t found 'til spring brealc, Jami 
getS a clue, Matz gets Krobbis a salad shooter and 
gets what she really wants, Delphine get a home 
BECOME A WPI 
STUDENT 
AMBASSADOR! 
SHARE YOUR ENTHUSIASM 
ABOUT 
WPI WITH NEXT YEAR'S 
FRESHMEN! 
Visit your high school over term break and/or 
phone prospective WPI students from your high 
school to let them know why WPI can be one of 
their college options. An informational table 
will be set up in Morgan from ll:OOam to 
1:00am on Tuesday, December 14 and 
Wednesday, December 15th. Sign up then or 
stop by the Admissions Office for more 
information. Please contact Mike Smith, x5286. 
security system, our pins finally come in. and a 
piece of coal goes to ... 
Happy Holidays to everyone, and Happy 
New Year, too (hopefully I' ll be here). Good 
luck on finals ... break is only 3 days away and 
27 days long (and lonely) so make the most of 
it. .. I'm dreaming of a white Christmas ... Let it 
snow, let it snow, let it snow ... Keep spirits high 
.. JSL 
<I>Ke 
- Wassel, maybe next time you and Bella 
should use procection? 
·Thanks to Sweet Will for continuing to make 
the gvesis at KAP feel welcome. 
- Steve Duncan and Jimmy C., lost but not 
forgonen. 
·Ruck, cuddler of the month with 132 minutes. 
Wonder you were talking to? 
- Pietszch and Mnrsh, tell me why the caged 
bird sings. 
• The brotherhood venrures to guess that Marsh 
will sell Pietszeh to an inmate named Bubba for a 
case of cigarettes and the brotherhood ventures to 
guess that Picts:z.ch won't mind. 
• Piet'iZCh, lose the cap or give it back to Sully. 
· Let it be known thatlhe Phi Kap house will be 
holding a computer party in the near future. 
• Joe, no matter what the calipers say, you'll 
always be a load .. 
· Bennet, who've you been sneakin • up the back 
stairs with? 
• It's a trap, retreat' 
• G10 proverb: A Guz in the hand is worth two 
in the bush. 
• Now that the position has been pa~ on, all 
the Queer complaining can stop. 
Hey Phi Sig Sigsl 
The end of this busy term is nearing and 1 hope 
everyone docs well in finals! Rest up over break, 
C-term is going to be very busy! Thanks go out to 
Professor Vassallo for the great dinner and the 
cookies! We all Jove yo' and appreciate every-
thing you do for us! 
Congratulations go out to Jen Shaw for being 
inducted into Tau Beta Pi! Good job, Jen! 
In honor of the holiday season, I whipped up a 
little poem: 
Twas the night before finals 
And aJJ through the preny house 
All the sisters were srudying· 
Even Sue Waz. 
All of the pots were clean, 
The drain was free of hair 
In the hopes that X-MAS break 
Soon would be there. 
All of the pledges were nestled snug in their beds 
While visions of sisterhood danced in their heads. 
Mandy in her kerchief and I with my Orgo buddies 
Had just settled down for a long night of studies. 
When all of the sudden, there arose such a clatter 
I sprang from my desk to see what was the matter. 
I drew open the blinds and looked, much dismayed 
To see the SAE plegdes pulling a ra.id We chased 
them away, for our pretty house's sake-
Merry X-MAS aJJ you Phi Si~ 
And to all, a great break! 
Thanks go out to Sarclb Mac for her help with 
that poem! Special hellos to Liz H., Heather Z., 
Robyn, and Molly (from your big sisters), and Uz 
A and Heidi H. (from Moose). 
Merry Ouisunasl Have a great break! 
UTP 
Greetings everyone. First off, good luck to 
everyone on their finals (Bouche, we know you'll 
needitl) Jtwasquitcawcekforevents. Oneofthe 
most memorable being the Otristmas caroling 
escapade. D'Annello looked awefully cute in that 
jester outfit. One good thing that came out of it was 
Sasha got a new wardrobe, now he has 2 outfits. 
Good job pledges with the Otristmas Tree raid, 
you should have brought your girlfriend Bertha 
along to help out • we know how much you bate 
being without he.r. While on the subjecl of the 
holidays, we would Like to wish Hen a Happy 
Hanukkah I 
CongraruJat:ions 10 the 8-term hoops team for 
their glorious victory over AGO. Dufort played a 
stellar game, 1 wonder what sparked this? Could 
it be the future? Lately, AI has been in an 
everchanging stale of whipped/single; which is it? 
Becker, good job on picking up Yudi's old grocer-
ies. A special congrarulations goes out to Mun 
who passes the VC IOlCh after dipping the stick. 
"fall Yudi"- he's interested in good times. Good 
job Weenie, aJc.a. "Haywood J.B. Me" on scoring 
97% on his EE test after the foolishness of Happy 
Hour. "Wide Yudi" had a great time partying in 
the nuerThursday night, we heard it was a bit cold. 
Well, I hope everyone has a safe and happy 
holiday. Until next year .•. F"rve Apples. 
TKE 
Hey jerkies, First off a word to the wise, never 
anend a faculty social when you have loads of 
work to do, for you will never accomplish any-
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thing but make empties out of full bottles, I may 
never get a Suff advisor. With that in mind here is 
Spam's Top 10 dating advisory for the week, 
Top 10 Wavs JO Nar eet a phone number from 
a nice lookin' ~d at a patty 
10. Sny, "Hi, my name is Heath, and 1 won't 
always be this short" 
9. Ask her if she is real ly a lesbian 
8. Brag of your prowess with Kitchen Manager 
7. Ask her if she'd like to wear your cheesy 
Notre Dame bat 
6. Tell her she still looks good, even though you 
aren't even beer goggling yet 
5. Show her just how small your hands are 
4. Talk of your many sexual disfunctions 
3. P\.111 out a can of Skoal and begin to dip, ask 
her if she would like some 
2 Repeatedly grope her to her dismay 
I. Have Greg Arilian get on the PA and ask 
"Where is your ex-girlfriend?" 
On a lighter note, thanks to all of Santa's little 
elves who decorated the Oristmas tree while we 
were off solving the problems of the world, it looks 
great. Be sure to congrarulate Soon Hannula. 
Hank McTague and Angelo Sonentino on their 
graduation, don't worry Alex ... your time will 
come (hope it's before mine!). Thanks to those 
dear Alpha Garns for their fine caroling, even you 
seaetaty girl. Thanks to all those who came to 
sing to me in bed Thursday night, it was much 
appreciated. 
Hey Noonan, be careful and tread lightly on 
those empty milk containers. This is the last Greek 
Comer before break so have Merry Ol.ristmas and 
llookforwardtoseeingy'allnextyear. UNGOOW! 
ex 
Ahh, Yeah ... It was the night before Oristmas 
and all through the house not a crearure was 
stirring, not even a mouse. The mantle was littered 
with cups of egg-nog and the lireplace crackled 
while burning a log. The brothers were settled all 
snug in their beds, while visions of sports cups 
danced in their heads. I had just rumed offtbe light 
when l looked out the window, into the night. 
What to my wondering eyes did appear but Swank 
in a sleigh pulled by 8 tiny reindeer! Santa sat next 
to him with a big cheery grin and 1 thought to my 
self had I finished the gin? But no sooner had I said 
it that it became quite clear, Santa had needed 
Swank's help this year. It seems his sleigh had 
thrown a rod and Outland was busy laying down 
sod. Quick like a rabbit he called Theta Oli,but 
couldn't get Houly and neither could I. Jake and 
Bowie tried to help with 8abb at their side, but 
Santa said, "I'd rather commit suicide:" Swank 
was the man as no one else would, noc Emmitt, nor 
Saa:o, not even REMinsrien could. Santa offered 
Swanlc all he could, "Have my last pieoe of 
chocolate, it 's wann and good." But Swank 
declined the offer so dear, he mearly asked to steer 
the reindeer. So with that Santa laughed and 
shouted outloud, "'nward to Boston , Oticago, 
and St. Ooud"l And there out my window was the 
end of the story, as the reindeer touched down in 
aJJ the lord's glory. Merry Olristmas to all, and 
to aJJ a good nighL .. PEACI!, gpl. 
zqt 
Diane, it is 4:59 p.m., Friday, December lOth. 
This will be "JY last entry. 
2 cups Dour 
I teaspoon salt 
2f3 cup shortening 
2 teaspoons vinegar 
4 tablespoons cold water 
1/2 cup sugar 
1 tablespoon cinnamon 
6 apples 
Mix tlour and saiL Olt in shortening. Add 
vinegar. Gradually add oold water and toss lightly 
with a fork untiU the dty ingredients have been 
absorbed. Roll out for two 9" pie crusts. Pour 
sugar and cinamon into bottom pie crust Add 
peeled and sliced apples. Cover with second pie 
crust. 
Bake 10 minutes at450 degrees. Reduce heat 
to 350 degrees for 35 minutes. Eat and get fat 
TOP TEN REASONS WHY THIS IS MY 
LAST ARTia..E 
10. Must dcvoce AU. my time to blowing off 
philantropy. 
9. The aearure under the fridge wants the job. 
8. The music at our l.ast party gave me a 
malignant rumor which will spread throughout my 
body eating it away from the inside out untillllie 
roctinganddead buf still humming that damn Janet 
Jaclcson song. 
7. "I need to brush my teeth." 
6. Joining Aluminum Can CoUectors Anony-
mous. 
5. Its time 10 hibernate. 
4. Sarah wants me all to herself. 
3. The contrOVersy was too much for me. 
2. I'm aJJ out of powdered toas1. 
1.10um 
Merry Chrislmas everyone. Enjoy your finals 
and have a great break. 
-Special Agent Cooper, a..k.a 
DaaaaAAA.AAAAAA!Il, a.lc.a. -chops. 
Goodbye, Farewel~ Amen. 
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EDITORIAL 
Outgoing editor stresses need for sense of community at WPI 
The end is upon me. This last issue of Newspeak's 
Volume 21 is also the last issue for this Editor-rn-Chief. 
As I sit here on Friday afternoon, only one hour sepa-
rates me from counting the baUots and identifying the 
new editorial staff who will guide Newspeak dunng 
1994. As I wait, I thought I would leave a few com-
ments before 1 hand over the reins. 
and staff writers. 
A year ago, the outgoing Editors-In-Chief, Joe Parker 
and Ray Bert, sat in this same office and assessed their 
experiences with the WPI community during 1992. At 
that time, they commented on a rising power which they 
observed within the student body. They believed that 
many student organizations were finally gaining the 
respect they deserved. However they cautioned against 
complacency and intolerance among the student body. 
Many of their words could be echoed today. Last spring 
WPI saw the culmination of this student power in the 
demonstration in front of Boynton Hall for preserving 
WPI's green space. This past fall, plans were finally 
unveiled for a Campus Center. The program plans for 
this building were presented to the community just last 
week. We have come a long way in a year; yet much 
remains to be done. 
campus. It is time for us, as a community, to realize that 
we are just that- a community. Much work remains to 
be done in this area. All too often I hear members of 
one group making negative comments about another 
group. The sad part is that the members of these groups 
mi~ht actually get along if they took the time to overlook 
thetr mutual stereotypes and sat down and talked to each 
other. Now that we are well on our way to building the 
Campus Center it is time to erect another building. The 
foundation of this building begins with you. Are you 
strong enough to lay aside your stereotypes and meet a 
new person today? I chaUenge each and every one of 
you to do just that. Build community at WPI. 
Over the past year I've learned a lot about WPI and 
the way things work. In some ways, I learned more than 
J wanted to know. There's a certain amount of security 
in believing that things work "just because." Sometimes, 
when you dig deep enough, you learn that things aren't 
as planned and polished on the inside as they appear on 
the outside. You learn that the institutions and people 
you respected the most, aren't what they appear to be on 
the outside. This is where I am faced with the thin line 
between knowledge and power. 
Throughout this year I was educated, I was bold, I 
was fearless, I was fearful, I was challenged, I was 
annoyed. I was encouraged, I was excited, I was 
ignored. I spent entirely TOO MUCH time in this 
Knowledge's power necessitates a sense of responsi-
bility. Realizing that Newspeak is a major source of 
information for the students on this campus, it remains a 
constant challenge for the editor to report as much 
information to tbe community as possible while doing it 
all in a professional and objective manner. It is not 
enough to print rumors simply because they might be 
interesting or true, I must ensure that the facts exist 
before an article is printed. As an editorial board, we 
have striven to include articles which told people what 
we felt they should know about WP1. Yet many more 
stories remained unwritten due to lack of information 
My caution, as I leave, is that WPI still needs to 
develop a sense of community among its members. 
Webster's defines community as: "a group of people 
living together as a smaller social unit within a larger 
one, and having interests, work, etc. in common ... 
friendly association; fellowship". A Campus Center 
building will aid development of a sense of community 
but it is not an end-all solution. Community is not built 
by contractors with brick and steel, it is built by 
people through "friendly association." It is built by 
breakins down the stereotypes and artificial barriers 
which he between the groups and organizations on 
office. I also met a Jot of people, both administrators 
and students, who helped me out with many ideas. I was 
also privileged to know a select few who never seemed 
to run out of inspirational comments and challenging 
remarks. To them I owe my gratitude since they shaped 
the direction this paper took as much as I did. 
~~~t;;;dp?~m~ 
by Stepllelf Brow" 
ProtutiJift C11mpu1 Mi,utry 
Christmas season is upon us. Over 
the years, I have observed the vari-
ous ways people treat this holiday. 
The vast majority have been seduced 
by the market place and join the 
masses and buy, buy, buy so they can 
give, give, give, and then hopefully 
get, get, get. Since consumerism is 
America's true religion, it is little 
wonder that most retailers do a third 
to a half of their business between 
Thanksgiving and Christmas. But, 
give, and get; it is the patriotic thing 
to do! 
For students, it represents a pause, 
a break, a breather. Half a year done, 
• 
Just A Thought 
A passion for the promise 
half a year to go. Time to go home 
and see family and friends. Nothing 
like a mid-year break to get the bat-
teries re-charged for another go-
around. And of course, it is party 
time. It seems every office, every 
company has to have a Holiday par-
ty. To be honest, I could pass on 
most of them. I like intimate affairs 
where I can exchange in extended 
conversations and lively debates, not 
the two minute superficial stuff that 
passes for greetings at most parties I 
go to. But each year I grin and bear 
it, and do my bit for school and 
country. 
There is, in case you have forgot-
ten, a more significant event that we 
Chris tians celebrate during the 
Christmas season. It is the miracle 
that God became human. 
That God cared so much for us 
humans and our planet that he en-
tered our history to confront us with 
a message of hope and peace. ll is for 
me, the most important event in the 
Christian year, even more important 
than Easter. 
Why, you might ask. Aren' t we 
past all that miracle stuff these days. 
Haven't we become so technological 
and scientific in our day and age that 
the thought that God would enter our 
world though a virgin in an out of the 
way country 2,000 years ago is too 
much to swallow. It makes for a nice 
fairy tale and a cute decoration for 
under our Christmas tree, but let's 
not get carried away. 
I have come to expect that sort of 
response. IT was echoed in the TV 
show Picket fences a few weeks ago. 
The town was thrown into chaos be-
cause a woman was found uncon-
scious and pregnant; and there was 
no medical way to prove bow she had 
become pregnant. There was no ev-
idence of penile penetration or artifi-
cial insemination. She was just preg-
nant. 
neither rational explanation or sci-
entific formula. But we are reluctant 
to say it aloud in public. 
Why so silent? I think because we 
don't want to look or sound foolish. 
And also because the very belief that 
God became flesh, became human is 
offensive to other religions. It is 
even a heretical belief to some. And 
in an age of everything goes and too 
mushy sense of multiculturalism, it 
is better to keep silent about one's 
particular belief than risk offending 
someone else. Better to just muddle 
along in silent, but false unity, than 
preach or state a belief that is a 
scandal to others. 
Motoring News 
What I found interesting was the 
struggle the characters in the show 
went through in trying to explain how 
this girl became pregnant. The clergy 
were, as usual, on both sides of the 
question: it could be an act of God, but 
they were not about to make any offi-
cial announcement For me, the cli-
max was when the town doctor, the 
lead actress, confessed on the stand 
that, absent of any medical explana-
tion, it just might be an act of God. 
Later, she confessed that she had 
felt embarrassed in making that state-
ment. She was ashamed of her faith, 
afraid to eX"press it in public. Sadly, 
the doctor in the show represents all 
too many people who call themselves 
Christians. We confess that we be-
lieve in a faith , in a God that fits 
Unscientific. Offensive. Scan-
dalous. So be it. But this is one 
person and one Christian who be-
lieves that challenging others with 
my particular faith and asking for 
them to do the same is a better path to 
truth than a forced silence of false 
agreement. Because I know that my 
belief in the Christmas miracle, in 
God's decision to become human, 
makes a difference in my life and 
how I choose to live it. And it is that 
belief, that passion for the promise 
of so many years ago that 1 celebrate 
this Christmas season. by Jam1s Adusluvich Newsp1ak StiJf/ 
As we all have heard, we have a 
major parking problem on campus. 
There are just too few spots for the 
number of vehicles. There are many 
solutions proposed, but they are fu -
ture solutions. Even though we may 
not be able to solve the problem now, 
there are a few things which can be 
done to help. 
A few weeks back, I was returning 
to my truck and I found a note on the 
window. Apparently this bad been 
put on my truck by one of the people 
parked alongside. rt quite simply 
said: ''Nice parkjng job, A • • ••••". 
rt was Late at night, and they had 
already left, so I didn't get a chance 
to see what it was that they were 
upset about. I looked at the way J 
was parked, and at first 1 didn' t see 
any problem with the way I was 
parked. I was in between the lines, 
and fairly straight, at that. But then I 
noticed that there was only about 3 
inches of space on either side of my 
truck. If they had a vehicle which 
was even close in width to my truck, 
they would have never been able to 
get into their vehicle. It seems that 
the spaces in the back of the library 
lot are only meant for compact vehi-
cles. However, people are forced to 
put their full-size vehicles in these 
Parking 
compact spots because the other spots 
are already full. If the people driving 
compact cars could park in the com-
pact spaces instead of taking up a full 
s ize space, then there would be less 
dented doors and angry drivers. At 
least don' t blame people who own 
full size vehicles, we would rather 
park in a space that fits. 
Along the same line as "political-
ly correct" parking, have you ever 
noticed that some people seem to 
feel that they have the right to park in 
as many spots as they can use up? Or 
the people who park just enough over 
the line as to make the remaining 
spot useful only if you're trying to 
park asquished Yugo? Even if you' re 
late to class, at least have the consid-
eration to s.pend the extra few sec-
onds to make sure that you're only 
taking up one space. 
Another thought as to consider-
ation: if you are early to your class, 
why not park in one of the Jesser used 
outer Jots? This would leave space 
close to classes for those who are 
running late. Just think, some day 
when you're late, someone may have 
left a spot open. It would be nice ... 
Well, anyway, these are just some 
ideas which might make the parking 
problem a little easier. But it still is 
a major problem, and has to be dealt 
with soon. I wonder if it would help 
give incentive to finding a solution 
if, one day, everyone with a parking 
permit tried to park on campus. let's 
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WORLD WATCH 
by E~ Crqft 111111 Jtnn.r YtllrtMtt, GAP 
NationoJN~ 
NASA's Hubble Space Telescope 
During the Endeavor's eleven day mission, the 
astronauts conducted five space walks to repair 
defective equipment and insttll updated technol-
ogy on NASA's Hubble Space Telescope. It may 
be six to eight weeks before engineers are able tO 
test and calibrate the new camera on the Hubble, 
which will allow scientists to see objects ten to 
fifteen times fainb:r than Hubble can see now, to 
dctennine if the repair has been successful. Nev-
e11heless, NASA has been celebrating. The com-
pletion of the mission's objectives is a major 
suooess in the public eye, proving that NASA 
really can get things done. When the astronauts 
come back to earth they wm have repaired NASA's 
major embarrassment of the past few years, astro-
naut Tom Akers will have set a new reconJ for 
aa:umulat.ed space walk time, and space shuttle 
Endeavor will have onoe again transpOrted astro-
nauts safely. After Chollmgc-'s eltplosion and 
Hubble's failure NASA's popularity plummeted. 
Hopefully, after the successful completion of this 
mission, the US will return to its onoe optimistic 
view of space eltJlloration. 
lnttffllllioNJJ N~ 
Letter Bombifl1&1 in 
Austrill 
Since December 3, ten let-
ter bombs have been sent 
through Austria's mail sys-
tem. Ausman officials fear 
that these letters may have 
been sent by Nco Nazi Ter-
rorisls. All the places that 
have received the letter 
bombs so far have been in-
volved in supporting the 
rights of immigrants, refu-
gees, or minority groups. Ou-
rently, no one has taken the blame for these bombs, 
but officials suspec1 extreme rightists, because of 
their known hatred for foreigners and those who 
aid them. This hatred might have been inflamed 
by the recent influx or former Yugoslavian refu-
gees who total over 100,000. The first four bombs 
that were sent contained the message, "We are 
fighting back. Count Rudiger von Sathemberg." 
Count Sarhemberg, a historical figure who led a 
successful resistance against the Otto-
man armies that tried to capture Vienna 
in 1683, has been taken as a symbol of 
Austrian nationalism by the Nco Na-
zis. 
Genetic Screening by Orthodox 
Jews 
A group of 011hodox Jews in New 
York and Israel are using genetic 
saeening todisoourage certain cou-
ples from marrying. Representatives 
of this group of genetic screeners, 
called Dor Yeshorin, or "the genera-
tionoftherighreous,"gotohighschools 
to encourage students to get genetical-
ly tested. The tests are used to determine if a 
person carries the recessive genes that can cause 
Tay-Sachs, Cystic Fibrosis, or Gaucher's disease. 
Couples planning to get married are encour-
aged to call in and find out the results of these tests, 
and if both people are carriers of the n:ccssive 
genes their marriage is dismuraged. Since the 
groups sta11 in 1983 over 8,000 couples have 
agreed to be lCSled. Of those, at least 67 have 
called off their engagements because of the lest 
results. The group aims to wipe out these diseases 
in their people. Though it is rco:iving much 
opposition, it claims to be aWing Ood's wm, 00( 
going against it 
'The Genenl Agrument on Tarif& and Trade 
In Brussels, Belgium a world wide trade con--
ference is taking place between the US, the Euro-
pean Community and Japan. After 15 hours of 
talks, the major issue under discussion is the 
release of all restriaions on American television 
programs and on American technologies in the 
cable, computer and entertainment indUSiries. It is 
feared that if an agreement is noc reached c:Ner this 
issue, it is noc likely thai there will be a global 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (OA TI). 
Other issues included grain and rice trade between 
the US, Franoe, and Japan. After Ointon 's signing 
of NAFT A, OA 1T seems to be the next trade 
agJCCmenl for the world to strive for. 
THE COURIER: Chapter six: no KIND 
The door 10 N.l-lanWn Ripps' apartment was 
locked. Gnnbrand waited for a minute before he 
moved to bn:ak the door in, and when the minute 
was up, he was very surprised to find that not only 
didn't the door give, but he probably broke his arm 
in the process of hitting it This was a very strong 
door. Gnnbfand moved to swing again when, as if 
on cue, the door swung open. The momentum or 
his swing carried the Courier inside the suite, and 
the door slammed sbut as he stumbled into a 
nearby chair. A familiar smell pervaded the air-
it was like incense, or perfume. 
From around the comer, Gnnbnlnd beard an 
absolute silence wbidl was quickly accompanied 
by the entrance or Anne Setltow, his ex-girlfriend. 
She looked lilcc Anne, anyway.- there was some-
thing unusual-
.. Anne - bow are you?" 
Withwt 1 word, sbe 111 on the oouch before 
him. She seemed to be examining him. Her eyes. 
That was it Her eyes, like Gnnbrand's own, had 
lost their color. She looked more like 1 post-
mortum Anne than the vibrant. pissed- off Anne 
he'd seen the night before. 
"1 see you goc my invitation, Grmbrand." 
Grmbrand's breathing stopped How did she 
know my real name? 
"Who are you?" 
"Who do you want me to be?" 
"Honestly, I 'm looking for a man named 
Harrison-" 
"You idiot, I made that up. II was a setup. A trap. 
You've been suckered into shirking off your 
duties while evil propagates in the universe." 
This was all a little c:Ner the Courier's head. 
"Uh, this is all a little over my head." 
Anne took a deep breath. 
"Let me eltJllain. Your entire Inc. .. is a hoax. 
The aimes you committed to become damned-
you never committed. You are not the embodi-
ment of evil. I know that Now you know that. 
Only, the Masters... they don't know that" 
"How can that be? The Mastets -made- th.is 
universe. They know everything." 
"Wrongo. The Masters did NOT create this 
PRIME & CHOICE STEAKS 
Filet Mignon -N.Y. Strip - Delmonico - Ribeye 
BARBECUE BABY BACK RIBS 
Tender and Lean - Simply the best. 
HALF POUND BURGERS 
Thick, juicy, and made to order. 
. 
TEXAS CHILI, FROSTED MUGS & 
PITCHERS OF BEER 
24 Bottled Beers & 4 others on Tap 
r FANTASTIC APPETIZERS 
Buffalo Wings Nachos Skyrockets 
Mozzarella Sticks 
Texas Chili Onion Rings 
Lunch: Noon- 3pm 
Dinner: 4 - lOpm Sun. • Wed. I 4 - llpm Thu. - Sat. 
Take-out Available 
SALOON OPEN: NOON- lAM 
Come and watch the game on one of our 4 TV's 
A FREE PULL ON OUR SLOT MACHINE WINS FREE DINNERS! 
400 PARK AVENUE, WORCESTER, MASS. 
WORCESTER'S ONLY FOUR STAR .... STEAKHOUSE 
752-3038 
universe. They're k.lnd or a committee 10 God." 
Gnnbrand looked pretty skeptical. 
"Anne, there is no sucb thing as God. He, just 
like Santa Oaus and the Easter bunny, is a aeation 
of some fanatical Earth religion. Are the Masters 
really just a committee?" 
Anne rose from her seat. 
"Do you know who was -actually- supposed to 
get the jobof'Courierand Uastodian or Angklov'?" 
'1'ell me." 
The flesh peeled away from Anne's face, 
reveaJing a much different creature. Her body 
underwent a complete transformation that rent 
her human form apa11. Her voice seemed to 
have fallen seven octaves when she got to her 
reply: 
"Me. The embodiment or evil. I am to the 
creatures of this universe as Angklov is 10 the 
dying planets. I am everything. and I put you in my 
place that I may be free to roam and reap havok 
aacss this flimsy reality." 
Gnnlnnd was awestruc:k. Her body was angel-
ic and radiated white light. She floated an inch off 
the floor. If ever there was a fallen angel, here she 
stood. Or rather, hovered. 
"I don't understand," said the Courier, "lf the 
Hell planet is so ugly and awful, why don't you 
meet the same criteria?" 
The angel smiled. 
"In all life, true evil is always masked by 
goodness." 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Anne reached out towards the frightened 
Grmbrand. She prepared 10 snuff the spark from 
his supernatural body when. from nowhere, there 
was a growl. Grmbrand opened his eyes long 
enough to see the impossible. 
"Plot Engine!" 
A small housecat sprung towards Gnnbrand 
and the Demon from the comer of the room. Anne 
threw her intended victim aside, but it was too late. 
As Plot Engine tore into her skin, the truth of her 
statement on evil and goodness was proven. The 
inside or her body, already racked with decay, 
collapsed in a 6nal exhalation of blood. Gnnbrand 
picked up his cat and scntched it's head with a new 
respect. "You saved my life. I don't lmow what 
you really are, but you saved my life." Plot Engine 
pwted and began to dean the blood from his paws. 
Later that day, Grmbraod stood at the North 
Pole of Angldov, the hell planet He had just 
finished burying Anne's body, and was lost in 
reflection. Far above, Saurius glimmered like a 
giant moon in the sky. "Someday," thought the 
Courier, "someday this will all be c:Ner, and I can 
finally go home. .. " Overtly, there is no Otristmas 
for Grmbrand Johnson, but this night. he was 
given the greatcsl gift he could want: din on the 
Masters. He laughed all the way back to his space 
station ("they're a friggin' COMMlTlTEEII 
AHAHA-). and as he stepped through the door, 
he was pleased to note thai they (the Masters) 
weren't there. Just the caL 
Consortium schedule available online 
Full time, day division students at the Worces-
ter Consortium Colleges and University can onoe 
again take advantage of the opportunity to take a 
course at one of the Consonium colleges at no 
charge. Students may preregiSter for a course the 
week of December 6th or register at the beginning 
of Spring semester. The Consortium's Academic 
Calendar brochure lists the date for aoss registra-
tion at each of the member institutions. 
To assist students in making course selections, 
a Master Course listing of all available courses is 
available for reference in each institution's regis-
trar' s office and library. 
In addition, for the first time, the Spring 1994 
Master Course Usting may be aca:ssed by com-
purer through the Internet Network. Access in-
structions are as follows: 
l. For 2,400 Baud users: Dial: 793-Tl3lJ 
For 9,600 Baud .users: Dial: 193-n40 
2. USER NAME: Consortium 
3. PASSWORD: Spring94 
Questions may be dircc:ted to the Worcester 
Consortium for Higher Education, 754-6829. 
Custodian dies 
Richard M. Johnson, 53, of Worcester, a cust~ 
dian in Gordon Library since 1987, died Deoem-
ber 3 after he was stricken ill at home. He leaves 
his wife, Mary S. (Cales) Johnson; a son, Mauhew 
P. Johnson; 1 daughter, Mai1a L Johnson; his 
mother, Mary M. (Lantinen) Johnson, all of 
Worcester; three sisters; nephews and nicccs. 
Funeral services were held Doocmber 6 in 
-Worcester. BuriaJ was in Worcester County 
Memorial Park. Paxton. Contributions in his 
memory may be sent to the Salvation Army, 
Otadel Corps. 630 Main St, Worcester 01610. 
t994 SPRING BREAK Easter specials 
NOW is the time to make. your plans! 
~~!~.~~~ ~ 
604 North Ocun Blvd,. Myrtlt lludl. 5C %9571 ACTO$$ f strm the oatm S9 5 per penon 106 South Ocun llvcl. 
M,nle luch, SC 'mT1 
S6() per puiOil 
T•lln.~H.o 
¥F~,t 
lW South Oculi llvcl..., Myrtlt hldl, SC '1!l'm 
$9 5 per ptJ'IOft 
T.U,_.._.._..t-800-826-2779 
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-.-At Microsoft, the oppor•unl 185 
are great, no matter which direction you go. We give you the best 
of both worlds: a chance to work with others towards a common goal, 
while still maintaining your freed01r1 to do things smarter 
and better. Come talk to us. Because we genuinely believe our best years 
are ahead e And so are yours. When you look 
down the road, what could be cooler than changing the world? 
IIVhat: Summer Intern Interview Schedules 
IIVhBrB: See your Career Center for details 
IIVhBn: Friday, February 11, 1994 
Sign-ups are between December 6, 1993 - January 22, 1994. 
® 
Microsoft is an Equal Opportunity Employer and supports workforce diversity. 
Tuesday December 14, 1993 NEWSPEAK Page7 
CLASSIFIEDS 
WPl STUDENTS llLE (PINK CARD). CALL X5260. j--;;_:-..k ;;-Nn-~,;-,;;.;;; ~.;;ty~~"-:-;,.;-~.,:-lim~;:-.-; ;;,-;:;.j 
2 &. 3 Bedroom Apanments: 
f Off street parking 
f Off Highland Street 
MOTO!!! 
ol • ccmmen::aaiNIIU,. end ed8 lOnge< INn sill l>nM mull be paid lor as the o" c:arnpu.,tco~ ras. ol S5 00 lot the ftrst llx 
~ end 50 cents I* Dlibonllllone 
Clutdied !Ida mull be paid IO< In lldVanat 
f Clean and Quiet To drool, or not to drool, thai is the question. No lnlotmetion which. In lhe op;nlon ollhe N.wspMit editO<I, would Identify., lndMdu•ro lhe oommunily Will be pmted In a ptnOI\81 ad. The ed~O<I re-the rtghi iO reluH any ad deemed to be in bad taste Of many Ida from one group or lndMduaJ 
on one aubjec:t. f No lease required. 
Call 835-2806 
Ask Rhett for the answer. The delldline tor Ida 11 noon on the Friclly before I)UIIIQiion 
M~edamullbeonlndMduallheelsoiPIPBf 811dmullbea~:-commpeo_.,;liede<fby.,.....,..name,ecldr.a811d pllonenumbar 
Wanted: A home for a 1 year dog. He is pan 
husky and pan lab, black and white, and has 
had rabie shots. If interested call 757-1767 
Wanted: One HCl TA. Must be able to put 
in more than 10 hours per week. 
Name __________________________ _____ Phone ____________________ _ 
Attention WPI Students: 2 and 3 Bedroom 
Apartments off Highland Street. No lease 
required - off street parking. Clean and quiet. 
Call 835-2806. 
WORKSTIJDY JOB AVAILABLE FOR C 
ANDDTERMS. CAREERDEVELOPMENT 
CENTER. MUST BE FEDERALLY ELIGI-
I make the motion that the Student Govcm-
menl Association compose and send a letter to 
the Faculty Commiuee on Govemence indicat-
ing our willingness and desire to actively work 
with the faculty on the recommendations from 
the Blue Ribbon Task Force and White Paper 
Group." - Jennifer Keenan. Tlris motion was 
lei/led by the Student Government Association 
on December 5th, 1993. 
Address __________________________________________ _ Total Enclosed S __ _ 
Allow only 30 characters per line 
ALWAYS A GREAT PARTY! 
~RICHIE CAREY 




• Corporate Functions 
• Reunions • Special Events 
CALL (508) 987-1098 
GRADUATE STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
• GSO Leaders for 1994 Needed 
Elections for the next administra-
tion of GSO officers is coming soon. 
ALL the current office-holders will be 
graduating, and that means we need 
new peaple to keep the GSO going. So 
if you're a MS or PhD student who is 
going 1o be here for another year, 
please consider helping the GSO con-
tinue to help the graduate student body. 
Additional bonuses are a new and 
enthusiastic Dean of Graduate Studies 
and Research, and a large surplus bud-
get that still hasn't been spent! :) What 
do you think needs to be done here at 
WPI? Positions are detailed in the By-
Laws (-gso/pub/info/By-l.aws) 
These are the positions that will be 
available: (In the parentheses are the 
meetings that they currently attend.) 
Presideat: 
represents the GSO. the big cheese, 
El Cid. (APSA, Trustees) 
VP ror Policy: 
Policy of the GSO and WPI (CGSR, 
CSA, COG) 
VP ror Activities & Graduate Ure: 
GSO &. WPI Social Issues 
(CommCouncil, SOCCOM) 
VP ror Orientation and Depart-
ment Representation: 
Orientation, encouraging depan-
mental representation VP for Public 
Relations: 
Communications with to the OS 
body, WPI, and community 
(Newspeak) 
Treasurer: 
All budget and financial duties 
(JBC) 
Seentary: 
Presides at GSO Meetings. Internal 
recording, minutes, etc. 
As you can see, there are interest-
ing positions for everyone. We have 
made a lot of progress in the GSO this 
year. The graduate students are now 
recognized as being an integral part of 
the WPI community. We are respect-
ed in many imponant commiuees and 
L-------------------------~ 
Super Tecmo Bowl rules II! Happy Birthday John F. 
... you silly Frenchman. 
The 3 H's ! What are they again ?? 
Happy Holidays to the Zeta Zeta Chapter of 
Alpha Gamma Delta! 
Well. . .lts the last paper I GREAT JOB 
KEVTN II 
Pictures of the LIVE Christmas Tree at 120 
West St. Apt. 112 are now being sold for the $5 
a piece. Get yours now 'cuz they are going fast! 
You CAN go through 3 112 years at WPI and 
not once walk into Kavcn Hall! 
Thanks. To the Editors and staff of 
Newspeak's Volume 21; I couldn't have done 
it without you. -KMP Stcph, Jen, Kris, Jeanclte, and Anne you 
guys are ahhhh, ahhhhh, cool. 
our opinion is an imponaot contribu-
tion to many decisions. 
In the long term this will lead to a 
strengthening of the positions of all 
graduate students. The whole program 
will be more respected, both internal-
ly and externally. But we need good 
peaple to contiJlue our work now. 
Nominations are made in January, 
finalized in the first general meeting 
of February. Election of post ions wiJI 
be held at the second general meeting 
in February. 
• Next GSO Meeting 
The next meeting will not be until 
19941 Planned date will be a General 
Oh What a long, hard trip it's been .... 
Meeting on January 26th, 1994. 
• Socla1 Events 
We had great success with the re-
cent Medieval Manor and the Faculty/ 
Student Reception. Friday the 1Oth 
was Ping's Garden, and we had over 
seventy students show up at this great 
graduate social, thank you laura for 
organizing this. 
If you have ideas for activities in 
1994, contact Laura Paciorek at 
ljp@wpi. Better yet, if you're a first 
year student, consider becoming our 
next VP of Activities. 
• Crime on Campus 
Crime in the Worcester area, and 
even on campus, has been increasing. 
There have been a nu mberof muggings 
in the recent days of WPI students. 
Due to our late night routines, gradu-
ate students are particularly vulnerable. 
If you are travelling at night, please 
feel free to make use of SNaP (for an 
on campus cscon) at extension 5566. 
If you are leaving campus, the WPI 
Police will give you a ride home to the 
local Worcester area. The WPI-PO 
can be reached at extension 5433. 
Note that the WPI extensions arc the 
same as the 83 1-11, i.e. WPI-PD is 831 -
5433. 
So really, use the offered services. 
Don't hesitate, your health might de-
pend on it. 
• Health Care 
Coming soon to a mailbox near 
you: an evaluation of the impact on 
graduate students of the Clinton Health 
Care plan. We ask you to read this 
document, and share your comment/ 
criticisms. 
• Electronic GSO Inrormation 
If you have questions about the 
OSO, fee l free to contact us at 
gso@wpi. Reaction will be faster if 
you do it by email, but if you must, the 
phone number is ext5393. Many items 
such as the minutes of meetings arc 
publicly available in the -gso/pub/ 
directory on the CCC machines. 
What could be lftore fun th•n •n 
evening of d•nce, dr•lft•, cloW~tna 
•nd culture? Ho'VIt •bout .. vlng 
$3 on the price of •drnlaalon? 
If you purchaae your Firat Night 
button• before Decelftber 3-t, 
that'• hovw lftuch you' ll .. ve. 
An $8 button le juet $5. 
And children under 5 vwlll be 
•dlftltted freel All proceed• fund 
the Firat Night featlvltlea, a o 
don .. get stuck 
vwlthout your pin. 
Then colfte out, colfte out, 
'VIfherever you •rei 
Wherever you are 
on sale no~! 
Presenbng SponsoB - IDJ 
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POLICE LOG 
WPD - Worcester Police 
WPI - Campus Police 
Friday December lOth 
2:20am WPD Cedar St 
Thunday December 9th 
6:00pm WPD Pleasant St. 
10:16pm WPD Pleasant St. 
WedDelday Dece•ber 8th 






WPD Harvard St. 
WPD Salisbury St. 
WPD Grove St. 
WPD Park Ave. 
WPD Bancroft St. 
Tuaday December 7th 
10:20am WPD Cedar St. 
11 :OOam WPD Elm St. 
12:42pm WPD Pleasant St. 
15:00pm WPD Elbridge St. 










WPD John St. 
WPD Pleasant St. 
WPD Pleasant St. 
WPD Harvard St. 
WPD Park Ave. 
WPD Institute Rd. 
WPD Highland St. 
WPD Sever St. 
WPD Park Ave. 
WPD Russell St. 










WPD William St. 
WPI Gompei 's 
WPI Dean St. 
WPD Highland St. 
WPI Elbridge St. 
WPD Goulding St. 
WPD Pleasant St. 
WPD William St. 
WPD Dean St. 
WPD West St. 
Saturday December 4th 
12:48am WPD Drury Ln. 
2:01am WPO West St. 
3:33am WPI Institute Rd. 
Break and Entering of Motor Vehicle over 500$ . 
Rock through front window of Commerical Establishment 
Arrest Reckless Driving, Suspended License 
(Domestic Dispute) Arrest Assault and Battery with a 
Dangerous Weapon 
Commerical Alarm 
Arrest on Warrant 
Larceny from Motor Vehicle 
Lost Property 
Arrest Larceny and Malicious Mishchief 
Application for Temporary Institutionalization 
Malicious Mischief to Motor Vehicle 
Arrest Open Container, Public Drinking 
Harming Phone Calls 
Hamssing Phone Calls 
Arrest Operating under the lnfiuence, Speeding (140 mph) 
Sudden Death 
Breaking and Entering Commerical 
Found $100 BiU 
Breaking and Entering Residential 
Stolen Plate 






Disturbing the Peace 
Repon of Loud Pany 
Arrest Assault and Battery with a Dangerous Weapon 
Assault 
Breaking and Entering Residential 
Breaking and Entering Residential 
Assault and Battery Domestic (Arrest) 
Arrned Robbery of Juvenile 
BreaJc.ing and Entering Residential 
Malicious Mischief 
M«inlab Qtillllra• fiiJAr NU>. wftb iniii'MI 
WUCD .. jiJ(JI Q).JIOM .,.., AppU AMtlioVisiott .. u· 
Dbpi4J. ~ ~ hybolrtlll 117111111014& 
Only $3,076.30 
M«lrrltllb lC ITS 4.8'. Apph CiJc, Plus 
U"~Jlrt*9, ~ ~11 -'-
OJib' $1,280.00 
Tuesday, December 14th 
2:00pm - Worcester Art Museum: Tour: "ln Search of an Angel" Free with WPI ID. 55 
Salisbury St. 
7:30pm - Clark University- Film: .. Fanny and Alexander," Jefferson Academic Center, room 
320. Also shown the 16th, 18th, at 7 :30 and the 19th at 1:00pm. 
8:00pm - Worcester State College - WSC Chorus, Chorale, Wind Ensemble Holiday Concen. 
Administration Theatre. S2 advance. $3 at the door. 
Friday, December 17th 







WPI Olin Hall 
WPI Goddard Hall 
WPI Institue Hall 
WPD Highland St. 
WPD Dean St. 
WPI Fuller Labs 
Suspicious Persons 
Breaking and Entering 
Malicious Mischief to Automobile 
Automobile acc:ident with Property Damage 
Automobile acc:ident with Property Damage 
Malicious Mischief (Arrest) 
Friday December 3rd 
12:42am WPD Pleasant St. (Aireat) Aasault and Battery 
2:44am WPD Pleasant St. Breaking and Entering Residential 
Automobile Accident with Propeny Damage 2:41pm WPD Salisbury St. 
Tbunday December 2nd 
2:13am WPI Elbridge St. Disturbance 
(Arrest) Assault 
(Arrest) Assault 
12:09pm WPD Harvard St. 
2:28pm WPD Harvard St. 
9:24pm WPD Pleasant St. 
9:32pm WPD Lancaster St. 
(Arrest) for Cocaine Trafficking, Possesion of a aass .. B" 
Substance with intent to distribute. 
Automobile Acc:ident with Propcny Damage 
WPD logs are taken from the Public Journals. They cover the area between Park Av., Sagamore 
Ave, Grove St., Harvard St., and Pleasant St.'s These logs will be printed in Newspeak on a weekly 
basis due to the over-whelming response of the student body to last weeks' test printing. 
Dining Services• Holiday Dinner 
The WP1 Diain& Servica wiU be ......... ill _... Scadlld lfolidl1 Dilllilr Spedll • 
Tueaday Decelllber 14, J993, 1a bolla ......... Po.den a...a. AU tt:OO ........ die 
meal pin wiU be lUted at I ipCdal lime ol ~:30plll . A recepdoe ol ........ ell.- ... 
cnckera wiD be held from ~:()()pia- ~:30pm ill 1M upper.,.,._ AfrM ~......, IIUdellll wiD 
be lllrved a prime it. dhmcr (allenldve ._ availlble) bJ \'Oia1111r ,_..., s..ft _. 
AdlaiiUindoiL 
Introducing The Great Apple Campus 
Deal. Right now, buy any select Macintoslf 
or PowerBool( compute~ and you'll aJso 
get seven useful software programs. Its all 
included in one low price. (The software 
alone has a rombined SRP of $596~) AM, 
the new Apple Computer Loan offers low 
monthly payments that make the deal 
even better. Apply by January 28,1994, and 
your first payment is deferred for 90 days. 
AU you have to do is qualify. So, what 
are you waiting for? An Apple· computer. 
It does more. It costs less. Its that simple . 
•• 
It does more. It costs less. ItS that simple. 
Visit )UUr Apple Campus Reseller for more information. 
Contact Greg Shapiro in the College Computer Center 
or call831-5725 
